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Dear Sir,
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I would like to briefly comment on the Nuclear g /
Regulatory Commissicn's tentative decision to classify 'N iE
the Three I.iile ::sland mishap as nct an extraordinary
event. If this tentative decision is finalized, it will
lead myself and others to the conclusion that our govern-
ment officials are indeed irresponsible at best.

Rewording the phrase, "not an extaordinary event"
to now read, "an ordinary event" suggests that a near
melt-down is (as Webster's defines ordinary) of a kind
to be expected in the normal order of events. Three
f.iile Island was only in operation for a year when this
mishap occured, so the American public can unmistakenly
assume that with such a ruling, near melt-downs can be
expected in the normal order of events a year er so after
other plants similiarly constructed have been i. operation.

It can also be assumed that if there are near melt-
downs in other nuclear power fascilities and the detection
devices surrounding these fascilities are limited or ncn-
existant (as was the case around the TMI fascility) the
NRC would rule that nobody recieved 20 rems of exposure.

Under the Price-Anderson Act of 1968, TMI could also
be classified as an " extraordinary event" if five er more
people were killed or hospitalized. Since the NRC conceeds
that it does not know the dangers of Icw level radiation,
and even is undertaking a joint venture with the United
States Public Health Service to assess the medical effects
of low level radiation, it does indeed seem premature to
characterize the TMI incident as having killed no one.

The total quantity and quality of nuclear kncwledge
since 1968 has increased dramatically, and the NRC should
urge Congress to ammend the Price-Anderson Act to include
this knowledge to provide the American public with an
acceptable definition of what should be classified as an
"extacrdinary nuclear cccurrance."

Sincerely,
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FC: Senator Sarbanes

Senator .Vathias 7 000260 6M
Representative Earnes
Chairman. Nuclcar Regulatcry Ocamisicn


